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Gender, Sexuality, and What it 
Means to be Human   

 

Part 7 – Answering the Revolution with 
12 Key Truths (3)  
 
Westminster Confession of Faith  
Chapter 6: Of the Fall of Man, of Sin, and of 
the Punishment Thereof 
1. Our first parents, begin seduced by the 
subtlety and temptations of Satan, sinned in 
eating the forbidden fruit. This their sin God was pleased, according to His wise and holy counsel, 
to permit, having purposed to order it to His own glory. 
2. By this sin they fell from their original righteousness and communion with God, and so became 
dead in sin, and wholly defiled in all the faculties and parts of soul and body. 
3. They being the root of mankind, the guilt of this sin was imputed, and the same death in sin 
and corrupted nature conveyed to all their posterity, descending from them by original generation. 
4. From this original corruption, whereby we are utterly indisposed, disabled, and made opposite 
to all good, and wholly inclined to all evil, do proceed all actual transgressions. 
5. This corruption of nature, during this life, doth remain in those that are regenerated; and 
although it be through Christ pardoned and mortified, yet both itself, and all the motions thereof, 
are truly and properly sin. 
6. Every sin, both original and actual, being a transgression of the righteous law of God, and 
contrary thereunto, doth, in its own nature, bring guilt upon the sinner, whereby he is bound over 
to the wrath of God, and curse of the law, and so made subject to death, with all miseries spiritual, 
temporal, and eternal. 
 
 

The following is the report of the PCA’s Ad Interim Committee on Human Sexuality. 
*Included in last week’s notes. 
 
1) Marriage*  
 
 
2) Image of God* 
 
 
3) Original Sin*  
 
 
4) DESIRE* 
 
We affirm not only that our inclination toward sin is a result of the Fall, but that our fallen desires 
are in themselves sinful (Rom 6:11-12; 1 Peter 1:14; 2:11).1 The desire for an illicit end—whether 

                                                           
1 James 1:14-15 should not be misunderstood as suggesting that fallen desire is something other than sin.  
Calvin explains: “It seems, however, improper, and not according to the usage of Scripture, to restrict the word  
sin to outward works, as though indeed lust itself were not a sin, and as though corrupt desires, remaining closed  
up within and suppressed, were not so many sins.  But as the use of a word is various, there is nothing  
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in sexual desire for a person of the same sex or in sexual desire disconnected from the context 
of Biblical marriage—is itself an illicit desire. Therefore, the experience of same-sex attraction is 
not morally neutral; the attraction is an expression of original or indwelling sin that must be 
repented of and put to death (Rom. 8:13). 
 
Nevertheless, we must celebrate that, despite the continuing presence of sinful desires (and 10  
even, at times, egregious sinful behavior), repentant, justified, and adopted believers are free  
from condemnation through the imputed righteousness of Christ (Rom. 8:1; 2 Cor. 5:21) and  
are able to please God by walking in the Spirit (Rom. 8:3-6). 
 
 
5) CONCUPISCENCE 
 
We affirm that impure thoughts and desires arising in us prior to and apart from a conscious  
act of the will are still sin.2 We reject the Roman Catholic understanding of concupiscence  
whereby disordered desires that afflict us due to the Fall do not become sin without a 
consenting act of the will.3 These desires within us are not mere weaknesses or inclinations  
to sin but are themselves idolatrous and sinful.4 
 
Nevertheless, we recognize that many persons who experience same-sex attraction describe  
their desires as arising in them unbidden and unwanted. We also recognize that the presence  

                                                           
unreasonable if it be taken here, as in many other places, for actual sin. And the Papists ignorantly lay hold on  
this passage, and seek to prove from it that vicious, yea, filthy, wicked, and the most abominable lusts are not  
sins, provided there is no assent; for James does not shew when sin begins to be born, so as to be sin, and so  
accounted by God, but when it breaks forth.” John Calvin, Commentaries on the Catholic Epistles, trans. John  
Owen (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1993), 290. 
2 After describing the Roman Catholic doctrine of concupiscence (i.e. that “the guilt and pollution of original  
sin was totally removed by baptism” and that concupiscence “does not injure those who do not consent to it”),  
Herman Bavinck argues: “The Reformation spoke out against that position, asserting that also the impure 
thoughts and desires that arose in us prior to and apart from our will are sin.” Herman Bavinck, Reformed  
Dogmatics, ed. John Bolt, trans. John Vriend (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2008), 3:143. 
3 “Yet certain temporal consequences of sin remain in the baptized, such as suffering, illness, death, and such  
frailties inherent in life as weaknesses of character, and so on, as well as an inclination to sin that Tradition calls  
concupiscence, or metaphorically, ‘the tinder for sin’ (fomes peccati); since concupiscence ‘is left for us to  
wrestle with, it cannot harm those who do not consent but manfully resist it by the grace of Jesus Christ’”  
(Catechism of the Catholic Church 1264; see also 1426). Concupiscence is later defined as “the movement of  
the sensitive appetite contrary to the operation of the human reason...Concupiscence stems from the 
disobedience of the first sin. It unsettles man’s moral faculties and, without being in itself an offense, inclines man 
to commit sins” (Catechism of the Catholic Church 2515). 
4 Calvin articulates the Reformed position well: “But between Augustine and us we can see that there is this  
difference of opinion: while he concedes that believers, as long as they dwell in mortal bodies, are so bound by  
inordinate desires (concupiscentiis) that they are unable not to desire inordinately, yet he dare not call this disease  
‘sin.’ Content to designate it with the term ‘weakness,’ he teaches that it becomes sin only when either act or  
consent follows the conceiving or apprehension of it, that is, when the will yields to the first strong inclination.  
We, on the other hand, deem it sin when a man is tickled by any desire at all against the law of God. Indeed, we 
label ‘sin’ that very depravity which begets in us desires of this sort.” Calvin, Institutes, 3.3.10. Likewise,  
Bavinck argues that sin is found not in the excess of passions, but “in the manner [and] direction of those  
passions.” Later he writes, “This means, on the one hand, that the objects/images that spirit and body deposit in  
the soul as the seat of the feelings are impure, sinful, and corrupt; and, on the other hand, that the feelings  
themselves are corrupt, reflect impurity, are blurred and muddled.” Herman Bavinck, Reformed Ethics: Created,  
Fallen, and Converted Humanity, ed. John Bolt (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic: 2019), 90-91. 
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of same-sex attraction is often owing to many factors, which always include our own sin nature 
and may include being sinned against in the past. As with any sinful pattern or propensity—which 
may include disordered desires, extramarital lust, pornographic addictions, and all abusive sexual 
behavior—the actions of others, though never finally determinative, can be significant and 
influential. This should move us to compassion and understanding. Moreover, it is true for all of 
us that sin can be both unchosen bondage and idolatrous rebellion at the same time. We all 
experience sin, at times, as a kind of voluntary servitude (Rom. 7:13-20). 
 
 
6) TEMPTATION 
We affirm that Scripture speaks of temptation in different ways. There are some temptations  
God gives us in the form of morally neutral trials, and other temptations God never gives us  
because they arise from within as morally illicit desires (James 1:2, 13-14). When temptations 
come from without, the temptation itself is not sin, unless we enter into the temptation. But when 
the temptation arises from within, it is our own act and is rightly called sin. 
 
Nevertheless, there is an important degree of moral difference between temptation to sin and  
giving in to sin, even when the temptation is itself an expressing of indwelling sin.5 While our goal 
is the weakening and lessening of internal temptations to sin, Christians should feel their greatest 
responsibility not for the fact that such temptations occur but for thoroughly and immediately  
fleeing and resisting the temptations when they arise. We can avoid “entering into” temptation by 
refusing to internally ponder and entertain the proposal and desire to actual sin. Without some 
distinction between (1) the illicit temptations that arise in us due to original sin and (2) the willful 
giving over to actual sin, Christians will be too discouraged to “make every effort” at growth in 
godliness and will feel like failures in their necessary efforts to be holy as God is holy (2 Peter 
1:5-7; 1 Peter 1:14-16). God is pleased with our sincere obedience, even though it may be 
accompanied with many weaknesses and imperfections (WCF 16.6). 
 
 
7) SANCTIFICATION 
 
We affirm that Christians should flee immoral behavior and not yield to temptation. By the 
power of the Holy Spirit working through the ordinary means of grace, Christians should seek 
to wither, weaken, and put to death the underlying idolatries and sinful desires that lead to 
sinful behavior. The goal is not just consistent fleeing from, and regular resistance to,  
temptation, but the diminishment and even the end of the occurrences of sinful desires through 
the reordering of the loves of one’s heart toward Christ. Through the virtue of Christ’s death 
and resurrection, we can make substantial progress in the practice of true holiness, without  
which no man shall see the Lord (Rom. 6:14-19; Heb. 12:14; 1 John 4:4; WCF 13.1). 
  
Nevertheless, this process of sanctification—even when the Christian is diligent and fervent 
in the application of the means of grace—will always be accompanied by many weaknesses  

                                                           
5 According to Owen, James 1:14-15 describes a five-step process of sin: (1) the mind being drawn away, (2)  
the affections being entangled, (3) the will consenting to actual sin, (4) the conversation wherein sin is brought  
forth into view, and (5) the stubborn course that finishes sin and ends in death (297-98). Each step of the process  
is worse than the next. We are to be “watchful against all enticements unto the conception of sin,” but in 
particular we must carefully “attend unto all particular actions” agreeable to God’s will (299). Speaking more 
broadly, the Larger Catechism teaches that while every sin deserves the wrath and curse of God (WLC 152), some 
sins are more heinous than others, depending on the persons offending, the parties offended, the nature of the 
offense, and the circumstances of the offense (WLC 151). 
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and imperfections (WCF 16.5, 6), with the Spirit and the flesh warring against one another  
until final glorification (WCF 13.2). The believer who struggles with same-sex attraction 
should expect to see the regenerate nature increasingly overcome the remaining corruption of  
the flesh, but this progress will often be slow and uneven. Moreover, the process of  
mortification and vivification involves the whole person, not simply unwanted sexual desires.  
The aim of sanctification in one's sexual life cannot be reduced to attraction to persons of the 
opposite sex (though some persons may experience movement in this direction), but rather  
involves growing in grace and perfecting holiness in the fear of God (WCF 13.3). 
 
 
 


